
COMMUNITY QUILT SQUARE 
There are no rules to a Community Quilt square! Sew, glue, staple, draw, paint, collage 

and take a picture - it’s up to your imagination!   

You can use the materials from the kit, or find your own supplies. 

Here are some samples to get your creative juices going: 

From kit: fabric, 

pipe cleaners 

Add-on: button 

Machine sewn, pipe 

cleaners hot glued 

From kit: fabric 

Cut with pinking 

shears, glued with 

Aleen’s Tacky glue 

From kit: fabric, pipe 

cleaners 

Strips woven through 

white square base, pipe 

cleaners slid in - not 

secured with sewing or 

glue 

From kit: fabric, 

markers 

Machine sewn, 

fabric cut and 

folded back and 

hand stitched open  

From kit: fabric, pipe 

cleaners 

not secured with 

sewing or glue 

CONTRIBUTE YOUR QUILT SQUARE TO THE DIGITAL QUILT 

Take a photo of your finished quilt square 

and post it to Facebook, Instagram, Flickr, or 

Twitter with the tag #ikequilt 
 

Or, email the photo to 

reference@eisenhowerpld.org with the 

subject line Community Quilt. 

Hang your quilt square in the front window of your home until the end of March 

so everyone can see our community quilt grow.  

We will “assemble” the photos into a digital quilt and share it 

online 



Need a little more help to tackle that 

blank white canvas? 

Make this quilt square! 

You will need: White square, fabric strips, and marker from 

the kit (the fabric strips and markers are different for each kit) 

Also: scissors, glue (craft, tacky, glue stick, hot glue  

- any kind!) 

You can sew it instead if you prefer 

Not absolutely necessary, but helpful: pencil, ruler 

Start by marking the middle of each side of the 

square with a pencil. The square should be roughly 10” 

x 10”. You can also fold the square in half and mark where 

the fold crease is. You only need a mark big enough for you 

to see. This is just to help with placement. You can just 

eyeball it if you are comfortable with that. 
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Position the fabric strip you want to use for the outer diamond so that the center of the strip (you can fold it in 

half lengthwise if it helps) lines up with the marks you made at the center of the white square sides.  

When you have the 

first piece positioned, 

cut the strip parallel to the 

edge of the white square.  

Leave some extra overlap 

for final positioning. 

Take the rest of the strip 

and turn it so the angled 

side lines up with the 

opposite side. 

Cut the strip square so that 

the center of the strip 

crosses the center mark of 

the bottom side. 

2 

3 



Now cut the squares for the center “plus” shape.  Take the fabric strip you will use for the center squares. 

Measure the width of the strip.  

On the back of the fabric strip, measure out four lengths that match the width, and cut.  
9 

Repeat on the other two sides so that you 

have four pieces that overlap each other. 

At the points where the 

squared ends of the 

fabric strips overlap,  cut the  

edge of the strip that sits on 

top vertically.   

When you glue the strips 

down, this will make a 

nice finished edge at that 

corner. 

Now you are ready to glue.  

You may want to take a digital 

photo for referencing the order 

and overlap of the strips. 

Fold back the strip you just cut the 

vertical edge on. The piece 

underneath is the one you are 

going to glue first.   

 

You can lightly mark the corner 

and edge with a pencil, to help you 

return the strip to the right 

position after you spread glue on 

Before gluing, put a piece of 

paper bag , newspaper, or 

scrap paper underneath the white 

square. You may also want a separate 

piece of scrap paper to apply the glue 

to the back of each strip.   

Apply glue to the back of the strip, and 

return to position on the white square. 

Pay attention to the overlap of the 

strips as you glue.  
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Continue gluing the strips 

until all four strips are glued 

in the diamond shape.  Let 

dry. 
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Position and glue the inner 

squares. Let dry. 
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Position in place. I decided I 

wanted the squares to be a little 

smaller, but you may like this size. 

10b 
Here, I measured a 2”x2” square to cut a smaller 

square. Once you have one square cut smaller,  

use it as a template to 

cut the other three.  

12 
Flip the square over and trim the spots where the fabric 

strips overlap  the edge. 

Ideas for customizing: 

Draw triangles 

with the fabric 

marker on the 

white areas still 

showing between 

the glued fabric. 

(This is what is 

shown on the 

example square) 

Add a larger fabric 

square to the 

center of the “plus” 

shape. 

Sew or glue beads 

from your own 

supplies to the 

corners of the 

inner squares. 

Add a larger fabric 

square to the 

center of the “plus” 

shape. Then sew or 

glue a button from 

your own supplies 

to the center. 


